NOW   OR   NEVER
in a short, sharp letter to The Times, because w it wouM re
the gravest tragedy if from a misunderstanding of the m:n<3
of the British people the world was once again to he plur'jvJ
into conflict.'
His salient points are already submerged, tht. will of H;:lcr
has prevailed. In Berlin the name of Anthony Eden ;s v/cttj^
duly linked up with war and war parties.  Adolf Hitkr. in-
sombre indirections, is telling the people cf Great Jintdin
that a Cabinet with Eden in it opens once again the .ibyss of
war with  Germany.   Perhaps  the Fiihrcr  is  prosing   his
advantage too far, for as the year draws to its dark and ds>-
creditable close, Eden finds no need to retaliate. Crisis £ >11? ,ws
on crisis in almost weekly succession, but he rner/iy sut-js
and re-states his policy, strong in the knowledge that an
ever-increasing number of Conservatives find wisdom in it.
Thus the debate on the Munich Agreement saw Eden
particularly subdued, but it marked the occasion tor what
many well-informed observers regarded as the most dan-
gerous internal revolt since the formation of the National
Government, Duff-Cooper's resignation speech caused more
than customary disquiet among Members who have become
almost  case-hardened   to  these  personal   statements.   The
cream of Conservatism, it seems, is with Eden, while Cham-
berlain is left with the vociferous support of what fur all
normal occasions would be commonly regarded as the scum
of the party, which includes the inevitable whipped majority.
Readers of progressive papers, Opposition Liberals with
tEeir largely untapped potentials in the constituencies, and
over and above the diverse elements of the politically con-
scious, the Leviathan of heedless and unattached voters, all
find, in varying degrees favour in Eden—for what he has
done, for what he must do.
Nemesis apparently awaits those who have for so long
succeeded in hiding the domination of a Party under the
pseudonym of the slogan National. For on every side arc
the symptoms of a vast upheaval in British politics—a re-
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